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TO: X3T10 Membership X3T10/95-116r0

FR: Gary Stephens

RE: Comment Resolution for GPP Letter Ballot

DT: January 11, 1995

========================================================================

GPP forwarding letter ballot results (ballot 94-249):

 “Do you approve of forwarding GPP Technical Report to X3 for further processing
(compliance review, public review, and publication)?”

Ballot Passed: 51-0-0-5

Yes with comment: Gene Milligan (Seagate)

Did not return ballot: AMD, Compaq, Interphase, NEC, Sun Microsystems

========================================================================

GPP comments from Gene Milligan (Seagate):

I vote yes with the following comments:

1) In the Patent Statement change "standard" to "technical report" five places and in the sixth
place (next to last place) change it to "standard or technical report".

Accepted.  Done in five places.

2) In the foreword change "has the following members" to "had the following members".

Accepted.  Done in two places.

3) In the first paragraph of the introduction change "GPP provides" to "GPP defines".

Accepted.  Done in one place.

4) In the first line of section 1.3 change "SCSI-3 standards" to "SCSI-3 standards, technical
reports, and related standards" 

Accepted.  Done in one place.

5) On the first line of page 4 delete "that fall under the jurisdiction of X3T10" and delete the
last paragraph of section 1.3 on page 4.

Accepted.  Done in two places.

6) Delete the section titles "Normative references" and "Informative references and make
section 2 just References without subclauses.

Accepted.  Done, combined into a clause with no subdivisions.

7) In section 3.1 change "used in this standard" to "used in this technical report" and do a
global search to see where else this problem may need correction.

Accepted.  Done - all files checked for acceptable use of the word standard only when it
applies to documents other than GPP.
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8) Why are the Annexes produced in pares? It appears that they could be combined having
the number of annexes.

Accepted with revision to add a description of why in Clause 1.  Done - text already in
Clauses 1 and 8.

9) In Annex I (the first of two covering ATM), does X3T10 stand unequivocally behind the
assertion that "ATM is unreliable? 

Accepted with revision using the phrase “an unconfirmed service” instead of “an unreliable
service”.  Done


